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Numerical Analysis
Pearson College Division Accompanying CD-ROM contains ... "MATLAB Projects; ReadMe."--CD-ROM label.

Textbook of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and
Nutrition
A Comprehensive Guide to Practice
Springer This textbook provides a comprehensive and state-of-the-art overview of the major issues speciﬁc to the ﬁeld
of pediatric gastroenterology, hepatology, and nutrition. The ﬁrst part of the book, Gastroenterology and Nutrition,
presents in a systematic way the overall scope of issues encountered by children (newborn to teenagers) suﬀering
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from disorders of the gastrointestinal tract, pancreas and/or presenting nutritional issues. These chapters are
structured in logical sections to facilitate consultation and include major topics ranging from congenital disorders to
gastrointestinal problems of the newborn, infectious diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, and approach to nutritional
problems in the various pediatric ages. The second part of the book, Hepatology, is articulated in a series of chapters
which present a comprehensive review of congenital and acquired disorders of the biliary tract and liver. This section
also includes a critical analysis of available diagnostic and therapeutic procedures and future perspectives. Written by
experts in the ﬁeld, Textbook of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition: A Comprehensive Guide to
Practice constitutes a much needed, innovative resource combining updated, reliable and comprehensive information
with agile consultation for a streamlined approach to the care of children with such disorders.

Small Business Management
Entrepreneurship and Beyond
Houghton Miﬄin Hatten provides a balanced introduction to both entrepreneurship and small business management
before turning his focus toward achieving and maintaining a sustainable competitive advantage as a small
organization. Current issues including global opportunities, service, quality and technology are highlighted throughout
the text, and the Third Edition features an increased emphasis on small business ownership by women and minority
groups. Additional coverage is given to the new Small Business Administration size standards, creating a personalized
business plan, and e-commerce. New! A full chapter is devoted to creating a business plan. Two complete plans written
by undergraduate students appear in the text—one designed for a service business, the other for a retail
establishment. Electronic Business Plan Templates are also available online. New! "What Would You Do" exercises
provide realistic opportunities for students to think critically and realistically. New! "Proﬁle in Entrepreneurship" boxes
spotlight individuals who've created new products and businesses. New! Eduspace course management system. New!
Coverage of small business ownership by women and minority groups has been increased throughout the text New!
End of chapter questions ("Comprehension Checks") have been added to each chapter. Author created supplements
including the Instructors Resource Manual, Test Bank and PowerPoint slides, ensure seamless integration of the text
and teaching resources. A shorter length accommodates one semester courses without sacriﬁcing important topics.
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Identifying the Culprit
Assessing Eyewitness Identiﬁcation
National Academies Press Eyewitnesses play an important role in criminal cases when they can identify culprits.
Estimates suggest that tens of thousands of eyewitnesses make identiﬁcations in criminal investigations each year.
Research on factors that aﬀect the accuracy of eyewitness identiﬁcation procedures has given us an increasingly clear
picture of how identiﬁcations are made, and more importantly, an improved understanding of the principled limits on
vision and memory that can lead to failure of identiﬁcation. Factors such as viewing conditions, duress, elevated
emotions, and biases inﬂuence the visual perception experience. Perceptual experiences are stored by a system of
memory that is highly malleable and continuously evolving, neither retaining nor divulging content in an informational
vacuum. As such, the ﬁdelity of our memories to actual events may be compromised by many factors at all stages of
processing, from encoding to storage and retrieval. Unknown to the individual, memories are forgotten, reconstructed,
updated, and distorted. Complicating the process further, policies governing law enforcement procedures for
conducting and recording identiﬁcations are not standard, and policies and practices to address the issue of
misidentiﬁcation vary widely. These limitations can produce mistaken identiﬁcations with signiﬁcant consequences.
What can we do to make certain that eyewitness identiﬁcation convicts the guilty and exonerates the innocent?
Identifying the Culprit makes the case that better data collection and research on eyewitness identiﬁcation, new law
enforcement training protocols, standardized procedures for administering line-ups, and improvements in the handling
of eyewitness identiﬁcation in court can increase the chances that accurate identiﬁcations are made. This report
explains the science that has emerged during the past 30 years on eyewitness identiﬁcations and identiﬁes best
practices in eyewitness procedures for the law enforcement community and in the presentation of eyewitness evidence
in the courtroom. In order to continue the advancement of eyewitness identiﬁcation research, the report recommends
a focused research agenda. Identifying the Culprit will be an essential resource to assist the law enforcement and legal
communities as they seek to understand the value and the limitations of eyewitness identiﬁcation and make
improvements to procedures.
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Algorithmic Aspects of Machine Learning
Cambridge University Press Introduces cutting-edge research on machine learning theory and practice, providing an
accessible, modern algorithmic toolkit.

Student Solutions Manual for Numerical Analysis
Pearson College Division

Small Business Management
Creating a Sustainable Competitive Advantage
SAGE Publications Now with SAGE Publishing, Timothy S. Hatten’s Seventh Edition of Small Business Management
equips students with the tools they need to navigate the important ﬁnancial, legal, marketing, managerial, and
operational decisions to help them create and maintain a sustainable competitive advantage in small business. Strong
emphasis is placed on application with Experiential Learning Activities and application of technology and social media
throughout. New cases, real-world examples, and illuminating features spotlight the diverse, innovative contributions
of small business owners to the economy. Whether students dream of launching a new venture, purchasing a
franchise, managing a lifestyle business, or joining the family company, they will learn important best practices for
competing in the modern business world. This title is accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package.
Contact your SAGE representative to request a demo. Digital Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital
platform that delivers this text’s content and course materials in a learning experience that oﬀers auto-graded
assignments and interactive multimedia tools, all carefully designed to ignite student engagement and drive critical
thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it oﬀers simple course set-up and enables students to better
prepare for class. Learn more. Assignable Video with Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is
tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life. Watch a sample video on
advice for new business owners. LMS Cartridge Import this title’s instructor resources into your school’s learning
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management system (LMS) and save time. Don’t use an LMS? You can still access all of the same online resources for
this title via the password-protected Instructor Resource Site. Learn more.

Mass Spectrometry in Medicinal Chemistry
Applications in Drug Discovery
John Wiley & Sons This ﬁrst overview of mass spectrometry-based pharmaceutical analysis is the key to improved highthroughput drug screening, rational drug design and analysis of multiple ligand-target interactions. The ready
reference opens with a general introduction to the use of mass spectrometry in pharmaceutical screening, followed by
a detailed description of recently developed analytical systems for use in the pharmaceutical laboratory. Applications
range from simple binding assays to complex screens of biological activity and systems containing multiple targets or
ligands -- all highly relevant techniques in the early stages in drug discovery, from target characterization to hit and
lead ﬁnding.

Applications of Computational Intelligence in Biology
Current Trends and Open Problems
Springer Computational Intelligence (CI) has been a tremendously active area of - search for the past decade or so.
There are many successful applications of CI in many sub elds of biology, including bioinformatics, computational nomics, protein structure prediction, or neuronal systems modeling and an- ysis. However, there still are many open
problems in biology that are in d- perate need of advanced and e cient computational methodologies to deal with
tremendous amounts of data that those problems are plagued by. - fortunately, biology researchers are very often
unaware of the abundance of computational techniques that they could put to use to help them analyze and
understand the data underlying their research inquiries. On the other hand, computational intelligence practitioners
are often unfamiliar with the part- ular problems that their new, state-of-the-art algorithms could be successfully
applied for. The separation between the two worlds is partially caused by the use of di erent languages in these two
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spheres of science, but also by the relatively small number of publications devoted solely to the purpose of fac- itating
the exchange of new computational algorithms and methodologies on one hand, and the needs of the biology realm on
the other. The purpose of this book is to provide a medium for such an exchange of expertise and concerns. In order to
achieve the goal, we have solicited cont- butions from both computational intelligence as well as biology researchers.

Guidelines for Determining Flood Flow Frequency
Anaphora and Distributivity
A Study of Same, Diﬀerent, Reciprocals and Others
Multiscale Modelling and Simulation
Springer Science & Business Media In August 2003, ETHZ Computational Laboratory (CoLab), together with the Swiss
Center for Scientiﬁc Computing in Manno and the Universit della Svizzera Italiana (USI), organized the Summer School
in "Multiscale Modelling and Simulation" in Lugano, Switzerland. This summer school brought together experts in
diﬀerent disciplines to exchange ideas on how to link methodologies on diﬀerent scales. Relevant examples of
practical interest include: structural analysis of materials, ﬂow through porous media, turbulent transport in high
Reynolds number ﬂows, large-scale molecular dynamic simulations, ab-initio physics and chemistry, and a multitude of
others. Though multiple scale models are not new, the topic has recently taken on a new sense of urgency. A number
of hybrid approaches are now created in which ideas coming from distinct disciplines or modelling approaches are
uniﬁed to produce new and computationally eﬃcient techniques

On The Move to Meaningful Internet Systems 2003: OTM
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2003 Workshops
OTM Confederated International Workshops, HCI-SWWA,
IPW, JTRES, WORM, WMS, and WRSM 2003, Catania,
Sicily, Italy, November 3-7, 2003, Proceedings
Springer missions in fact also treat an envisaged mutual impact among them. As for the 2002 edition in Irvine, the
organizers wanted to stimulate this cross-pollination with a program of shared famous keynote speakers (this year we
got Sycara, - ble, Soley and Mylopoulos!), and encouraged multiple attendance by providing authors with free access
to another conference or workshop of their choice. We received an even larger number of submissions than last year
for the three conferences (360 in total) and the workshops (170 in total). Not only can we therefore again claim a
measurable success in attracting a representative volume of scienti?c papers, but such a harvest allowed the program
committees of course to compose a high-quality cross-section of worldwide research in the areas covered. In spite of
the increased number of submissions, the Program Chairs of the three main conferences decided to accept only
approximately the same number of papers for presentation and publication as in 2002 (i. e. , around 1 paper out of
every 4–5 submitted). For the workshops, the acceptance rate was about 1 in 2. Also for this reason, we decided to
separate the proceedings into two volumes with their own titles, and we are grateful to Springer-Verlag for their
collaboration in producing these two books. The reviewing process by the respective program committees was very
professional and each paper in the main conferences was reviewed by at least three referees.

Why Forests? Why Now?
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The Science, Economics, and Politics of Tropical Forests
and Climate Change
Brookings Institution Press Tropical forests are an undervalued asset in meeting the greatest global challenges of our
time—averting climate change and promoting development. Despite their importance, tropical forests and their
ecosystems are being destroyed at a high and even increasing rate in most forest-rich countries. The good news is that
the science, economics, and politics are aligned to support a major international eﬀort over the next ﬁve years to
reverse tropical deforestation. Why Forests? Why Now? synthesizes the latest evidence on the importance of tropical
forests in a way that is accessible to anyone interested in climate change and development and to readers already
familiar with the problem of deforestation. It makes the case to decisionmakers in rich countries that rewarding
developing countries for protecting their forests is urgent, aﬀordable, and achievable.

Dust Explosion Dynamics
Butterworth-Heinemann Dust Explosion Dynamics focuses on the combustion science that governs the behavior of the
three primary hazards of combustible dust: dust explosions, ﬂash ﬁres, and smoldering. It explores the use of
fundamental principles to evaluate the magnitude of combustible dust hazards in a variety of settings. Models are
developed to describe dust combustion phenomena using the principles of thermodynamics, transport phenomena, and
chemical kinetics. Simple, tractable models are described ﬁrst and compared with experimental data, followed by more
sophisticated models to help with future challenges. Dr. Ogle introduces the reader to just enough combustion science
so that they may read, interpret, and use the scientiﬁc literature published on combustible dusts. This introductory
text is intended to be a practical guide to the application of combustible dust models, suitable for both students and
experienced engineers. It will help you to describe the dynamics of explosions and ﬁres involving dust and evaluate
their consequences which in turn will help you prevent damage to property, injury and loss of life from combustible
dust accidents. Demonstrates how the fundamental principles of combustion science can be applied to understand the
ignition, propagation, and extinction of dust explosions Explores fundamental concepts through model-building and
comparisons with empirical data Provides detailed examples to give a thorough insight into the hazards of combustible
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dust as well as an introduction to relevant scientiﬁc literature

Chemical Energy Storage
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG Energy – in the headlines, discussed controversially, vital. The use of regenerative
energy in many primary forms leads to the necessity to store grid dimensions for maintaining continuous supply and
enabling the replacement of fossil fuel systems. Chemical energy storage is one of the possibilities besides mechanothermal and biological systems. This work starts with the more general aspects of chemical energy storage in the
context of the geosphere and evolves to dealing with aspects of electrochemistry, catalysis, synthesis of catalysts,
functional analysis of catalytic processes and with the interface between electrochemistry and heterogeneous
catalysis. Top-notch experts provide a sound, practical, hands-on insight into the present status of energy conversion
aimed primarily at the young emerging research front.

Proceedings of the 2007 National Conference on
Environmental Science and Technology
Springer Science & Business Media The Third National Conference on Environmental Science and Technology was held
in Greensboro, N.C., on September 12-14, 2007. The purpose of the conference was to address pollution prevention
needs, solutions, and research, and to foster relationships that could result in partnerships needed to protect and
sustain the environment and improve the quality of life. The book contains the following topics: pollution prevention,
fate and transport of contaminants, bioremediation, bio-processing, innovative environmental technologies, global
climate change, and environmental justice and ethics.

Formal approaches to number in Slavic and beyond
Language Science Press The goal of this collective monograph is to explore the relationship between the cognitive
notion of number and various grammatical devices expressing this concept in natural language with a special focus on
Slavic. The book aims at investigating diﬀerent morphosyntactic and semantic categories including plurality and
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number-marking, individuation and countability, cumulativity, distributivity and collectivity, numerals, numeral
modiﬁers and classiﬁers, as well as other quantiﬁers. It gathers 19 contributions tackling the main themes from
diﬀerent theoretical and methodological perspectives in order to contribute to our understanding of cross-linguistic
patterns both in Slavic and non-Slavic languages.

Current Ornithology Volume 17
Springer Science & Business Media Current Ornithology publishes authoritative, up-to-date, scholarly reviews of topics
selected from the full range of current research in avian biology. Topics cover the spectrum from the molecular level of
organization to population biology and community ecology. The series seeks especially to review (1) ﬁelds in which an
abundant recent literature will beneﬁt from synthesis and organization, or (2) newly emerging ﬁelds that are gaining
recognition as the result of recent discoveries or shifts in perspective, or (3) ﬁelds in which students of vertebrates
may beneﬁt from comparisons of birds with other classes. All chapters are invited, and authors are chosen for their
leadership in the subjects under review.

Practical Manual of In Vitro Fertilization
Advanced Methods and Novel Devices
Springer Science & Business Media The Practical Manual of In Vitro Fertilization: Advanced Methods and Novel Devices
is a unique, accessible title that provides a complete review of the most well-established and current diagnostic and
treatment techniques comprising in vitro fertilization. Throughout the chapters, a uniform structure is employed,
including a brief abstract, a keyword glossary, a step-by-step protocol of the laboratory procedures, several pages of
expert commentary, key issues of clinical concern, and a list of references. The result is a readily accessible, high
quality reference guide for reproductive endocrinologists, urologists, embryologists, biologists and research scientists.
The Manual also oﬀers an excellent description of novel procedures that will likely be employed in the near future. An
indispensable resource for physicians and basic scientists, the Practical Manual of In Vitro Fertilization: Advanced
Methods and Novel Devices is an invaluable reference and addition to the literature.
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Molecular Modeling of Proteins
Humana Press Molecular Modeling of Proteins, Second Edition provides a theoretical background of various methods
available and enables non-specialists to apply methods to their problems by including updated chapters and new
material not covered in the ﬁrst edition. This detailed volume opens by featuring classical and advanced simulation
methods as well as methods to set-up complex systems such as lipid membranes and membrane proteins and
continues with chapters devoted to the simulation and analysis of conformational changes of proteins, computational
methods for protein structure prediction, usage of experimental data in combination with computational techniques,
as well as protein-ligand interactions, which are relevant in the drug design process. Written for the highly successful
Methods in Molecular Biology series, chapters include thorough introductions, step-by-step instructions and notes on
troubleshooting and avoiding common pitfalls. Update-to-date and authoritative, Molecular Modeling of Proteins,
Second Edition aims to aid researchers in the physical, chemical and biosciences interested in utilizing this powerful
technology.

An Introduction to Environmental Biophysics
Springer Science & Business Media From reviews of the ﬁrst edition: "well organized . . . Recommended as an
introductory text for undergraduates" -- AAAS Science Books and Films "well written and illustrated" -- Bulletin of the
American Meteorological Society

Forensic Medicine of the Lower Extremity
Springer Science & Business Media Publius Syrus stated back in 42 B.C., “You cannot put the same shoe on every
foot.” (Maxim 596) Though written long before the advent of forensic science, Syrus’ maxim summarizes the theme of
Forensic Medicine of the Lower Extremity: Human Identiﬁcation and Trauma Analysis of the Thigh, Leg, and Foot. Put
simply, the lower extremity is a tremendously variable anatomic region. This variation is beneﬁcial to forensic experts.
Diﬀerences in the leg and foot can be used to establish individual identity. Analysis of damage to the lower limb can be
used to reconstruct antemortem, perimortem, and postmortem trauma. As a forensic anthropologist, I analyze cases
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involving decomposed, burned, m- miﬁed, mutilated, and skeletal remains. Many of the corpses I examine are
incomplete. Occasionally, I receive nothing but the legs and feet; a lower torso dragged from a river; a foot recovered
in a city park; dismembered drug dealers in plastic bags; victims of bombings and airline disasters; and the dead
commingled in common graves. Though the leg and foot contain much that is useful in forensic analysis, before this
publication, investigators faced a twofold problem. Little research that focused on the lower extremity was available in
the literature, and the existing research was published in diverse sources, making its location and synthesis a
daunting task.

Guide to Available Mathematical Software
Facilitating Interdisciplinary Research
National Academies Press Facilitating Interdisciplinary Research examines current interdisciplinary research eﬀorts
and recommends ways to stimulate and support such research. Advances in science and engineering increasingly
require the collaboration of scholars from various ﬁelds. This shift is driven by the need to address complex problems
that cut across traditional disciplines, and the capacity of new technologies to both transform existing disciplines and
generate new ones. At the same time, however, interdisciplinary research can be impeded by policies on hiring,
promotion, tenure, proposal review, and resource allocation that favor traditional disciplines. This report identiﬁes
steps that researchers, teachers, students, institutions, funding organizations, and disciplinary societies can take to
more eﬀectively conduct, facilitate, and evaluate interdisciplinary research programs and projects. Throughout the
report key concepts are illustrated with case studies and results of the committee's surveys of individual researchers
and university provosts.

Quantitative Imaging in Cell Biology
Academic Press This new volume, number 123, of Methods in Cell Biology looks at methods for quantitative imaging in
cell biology. It covers both theoretical and practical aspects of using optical ﬂuorescence microscopy and image
analysis techniques for quantitative applications. The introductory chapters cover fundamental concepts and
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techniques important for obtaining accurate and precise quantitative data from imaging systems. These chapters
address how choice of microscope, ﬂuorophores, and digital detector impact the quality of quantitative data, and
include step-by-step protocols for capturing and analyzing quantitative images. Common quantitative applications,
including co-localization, ratiometric imaging, and counting molecules, are covered in detail. Practical chapters cover
topics critical to getting the most out of your imaging system, from microscope maintenance to creating standardized
samples for measuring resolution. Later chapters cover recent advances in quantitative imaging techniques, including
super-resolution and light sheet microscopy. With cutting-edge material, this comprehensive collection is intended to
guide researchers for years to come. Covers sections on model systems and functional studies, imaging-based
approaches and emerging studies Chapters are written by experts in the ﬁeld Cutting-edge material

The Philosophy of Science
Psychology Press The ﬁrst in-depth reference in the ﬁeld that combines scientiﬁc knowledge with philosophical inquiry,
The Philosophy of Science: An Encyclopedia is a two-volume set that brings together an international team of leading
scholars to provide over 130 entries on the essential concepts in the philosophy of science. The areas covered include:
biology chemistry epistemology and metaphysics physics psychology and mind the social sciences key ﬁgures in the
combined studies of science and philosophy. The essays represent the most up-to-date philosophical thinking on
timeless scientiﬁc topics such as: determinism, explanation, laws of nature, perception, individuality, time, and
economics as well as timely topics like adaptation, conservation biology, quantum logic, consciousness, evolutionary
psychology, and game theory.

The Bible and Radiocarbon Dating
Archaeology, Text and Science
Routledge Over the past several years, a number of Levantine archaeologists working on the Iron Age (ca. 1200 - 586
BCE) have begun to employ high precision radiocarbon dating to solve a wide range of chronological, historical and
social issues. The incorporation of high precision radiocarbon dating methods and statistical modelling into the
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archaeological 'tool box' of the 'Biblical archaeologist' is revolutionizing the ﬁeld. In fact, Biblical archaeology is
leading the ﬁeld of world archaeology in how archaeologists must deal with history, historical texts, and material
culture. A great deal of debate has been generated by this new research direction in southern Levantine (Israel,
Jordan, Palestinian territories, southern Lebanon & Syria, the Sinai) archaeology. This book takes the pulse of how
archaeology, science-based research methods and the Bible interface at the beginning of the 21st century and brings
together a leading team of archaeologists, Egyptologists, Biblical scholars, radiocarbon dating specialists and other
researchers who have embraced radiocarbon dating as a signiﬁcant tool to test hypotheses concerning the historicity
of aspects of the Old Testament or Hebrew Bible. As this book "raises the bar" in how archaeologists tackle historical
issues as manifest in the interplay between the archaeological record and text, its interest will go well beyond the
'Holy Land.'

Taming the Big Green Elephant
Setting in Motion the Transformation Towards
Sustainability
Springer Nature In this open access publication it is shown, that sustainable low carbon development is a
transformative process that constitutes the shifting from the initially chosen or taken pathway to another pathway as
goals have been re-visited and revised to enable the system to adapt to changes. However, shifting entails transition
costs that are accrued through the eﬀects of lock-ins that have framed decisions and collective actions. The
uncertainty about these costs can be overwhelming or even disruptive. This book aims to provide a comprehensive and
integrated analytical framework that promotes the understanding of transformation towards sustainability. The
analysis of this book is built upon negotiative perspectives to help deﬁne, design, and facilitate collective actions in
order to execute the principles of sustainability. Dr Dr Ariel Macaspac Hernandez is currently a researcher at the
German Development Institute belonging to the research cluster knowledge cooperation and environmental
governance. He was/is also a lecturer on negotiations, conﬂict and resource management, sustainability politics,
environmental governance, climate change policies, development aid and sustainable energy systems in various
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universities in Germany, Philippines, Jamaica, Estonia, Spain and Mexico.

Value-Focused Thinking
A Path to Creative Decisionmaking
Harvard University Press This text argues that in decision-making a focus should be placed on the bottom-line
objectives that give it its meaning. It states that through recognizing and articulating fundamental values, better
decision opportunities can be identiﬁed, thereby creating better alternatives.

Ziyaret Tepe
Exploring the Anatolian Frontier of the Assyrian Empire
Cornucopia Books/Caique Publishing This unique record charts the important archaeological ﬁnds over 18 years at
Ziyaret Tepe in southeast Turkey - site of Tushan, a provincial capital of the Assyrian Empire dating back to the 9th
century BC. Informative, scholarly, copiously illustrated, personal and extremely readable, this groundbreaking book
sets a new benchmark in the ﬁeld.

Performance Evaluation of Computer and
Communication Systems. Milestones and Future
Challenges
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IFIP WG 6.3/7.3 International Workshop, PERFORM 2010,
in Honor of Günter Haring on the Occasion of His
Emeritus Celebration, Vienna, Austria, October 14-16,
2010, Revised Selected Papers
Springer This Festschrift volume is published in honor of Günter Haring on the occasion of his emerital celebration and
contains invited papers by key researchers in the ﬁeld of performance evaluation presented at the workshop
Performance Evaluation of Computer and Communication Systems - Milestones and Future Challenges, PERFORM 2010,
held in Vienna, Austria, in October 2010. Günter Haring has dedicated most of his scientiﬁc professional life to
performance evaluation and the design of distributed systems, contributing in particular to the ﬁeld of workload
characterization. In addition to his own contributions and leadership in international research projects, he is and has
been an excellent mentor of young researchers demonstrated by their own brilliant scientiﬁc careers. The 20
thoroughly refereed papers range from visionary to in-depth research papers and are organized in the following topical
sections: milestones and evolutions; trends: green ICT and virtual machines; modeling; mobility and mobile networks;
communication and computer networks; and load balancing, analysis, and management.

The Two Halves of the Brain
Information Processing in the Cerebral Hemispheres
MIT Press This volume provides a comprehensive view of the latest research in brain asymmetry, oﬀering not only
recent empirical and clinical ﬁndings but also a coherent theoretical approach to the subject.
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Skeletal Trauma
Identiﬁcation of Injuries Resulting from Human Rights
Abuse and Armed Conﬂict
CRC Press Born out of the need to recover, analyze, and present physical evidence on thousands of individual victims
of large-scale human rights violations, multi-national, multi-disciplinary forensic teams developed a sophisticated
system for the examination of human remains and set a precedent for future investigations. Codifying this process,
Skeletal Trauma: Identiﬁcation of Injuries Resulting from Human Rights Abuse and Armed Conﬂict describes an
epidemiological framework for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting evidence for use at trial. It pieces together
fragments of skeletal tissue and associated physical evidence to determine a mechanism of trauma that is factually
based, methodologically scripted, and scientiﬁcally interpreted. Providing a contextual background, the opening
chapter discusses international forensic investigations into Human Rights violations through international tribunals
and other emerging judicial systems. The second chapter presents protocols for systemic data collection and methods
for the diﬀerential diagnosis of wounds to classify and interpret mechanisms of injury. Organized topically, the
remaining chapters evaluate blasting injuries, blunt force trauma, skeletal evidence of torture, sharp force trauma,
and gunﬁre injuries. Each chapter discusses wounding mechanisms, wound pathophysiology, relevant legal examples,
and case studies. Twenty-six leading scholars and practitioners from anthropology, pathology, and forensics contribute
their research, cases, photographs, and extensive ﬁeldwork experience to provide 16 representative case studies.
Taken from human rights violations, ethnic and armed conﬂict, and extra-judicial executions throughout the Americas,
Europe, and Asia, all evidence in the examples is interpreted through an epidemiological model and set in a legal
framework. Several of the exemplary studies, including those from the Balkans, have already been presented as
evidence in criminal trials.
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Group A Streptococcus
Methods and Protocols
Humana This volume details Group A Streptococcus (GAS) research and provides the reader with an extensive
collection of research protocols within this important ﬁeld. Chapters guide readers through standard genetic protocols
such as whole genome sequencing, transcriptome analyses, proteome analysis, application of GAS-derived molecular
tools, and methods that are crucial for the evaluation of novel GAS vaccines and GAS virulence factors, including
bactericidal assays and animal infection models. Written in the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series
format, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, stepby-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls.
Authoritative and cutting-edge, Group A Streptococcus: Methods and Protocols aims to ensure successful results in the
further study of this vital ﬁeld.

Augmented Reality in Educational Settings
BRILL This book is intended to provide teachers and researchers with a wide range of ideas from researchers working
to integrate the new technology of Augmented Reality into educational settings and processes.

Turbulence in Spatially Extended Systems
Nova Science Pub Incorporated

Cybersecurity and Privacy in Cyber Physical Systems
CRC Press Cybersecurity and Privacy in Cyber-Physical Systems collects and reports on recent high-quality research
that addresses diﬀerent problems related to cybersecurity and privacy in cyber-physical systems (CPSs). It Presents
high-quality contributions addressing related theoretical and practical aspects Improves the reader’s awareness of
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cybersecurity and privacy in CPSs Analyzes and presents the state of the art of CPSs, cybersecurity, and related
technologies and methodologies Highlights and discusses recent developments and emerging trends in cybersecurity
and privacy in CPSs Proposes new models, practical solutions, and technological advances related to cybersecurity and
privacy in CPSs Discusses new cybersecurity and privacy models, prototypes, and protocols for CPSs This
comprehensive book promotes high-quality research by bringing together researchers and experts in CPS security and
privacy from around the world to share their knowledge of the diﬀerent aspects of CPS security. Cybersecurity and
Privacy in Cyber-Physical Systems is ideally suited for policymakers, industrial engineers, researchers, academics, and
professionals seeking a thorough understanding of the principles of cybersecurity and privacy in CPSs. They will learn
about promising solutions to these research problems and identify unresolved and challenging problems for their own
research. Readers will also have an overview of CPS cybersecurity and privacy design.

Benjamin's Library
Modernity, Nation, and the Baroque
Cornell University Press and Cornell University Library In Benjamin’s Library, Jane O. Newman oﬀers, for the ﬁrst time
in any language, a reading of Walter Benjamin’s notoriously opaque work, Origin of the German Tragic Drama that
systematically attends to its place in discussions of the Baroque in Benjamin’s day. Taking into account the literary and
cultural contexts of Benjamin’s work, Newman recovers Benjamin’s relationship to the ideologically loaded readings of
the literature and political theory of the seventeenth-century Baroque that abounded in Germany during the political
and economic crises of the Weimar years. To date, the signiﬁcance of the Baroque for Origin of the German Tragic
Drama has been glossed over by students of Benjamin, most of whom have neither read it in this context nor engaged
with the often incongruous debates about the period that ﬁlled both academic and popular texts in the years leading
up to and following World War I. Armed with extraordinary historical, bibliographical, philological, and orthographic
research, Newman shows the extent to which Benjamin participated in these debates by reconstructing the literal and
ﬁgurative history of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century books that Benjamin analyzes and the literary, art historical
and art theoretical, and political theological discussions of the Baroque with which he was familiar. In so doing, she
challenges the exceptionalist, even hagiographic, approaches that have become common in Benjamin studies. The
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result is a deeply learned book that will infuse much-needed life into the study of one of the most inﬂuential thinkers
of the twentieth century.

Separation and Puriﬁcation Technologies in Bioreﬁneries
John Wiley & Sons Separation and puriﬁcation processes play a critical role in bioreﬁneries and their optimal selection,
design and operation to maximise product yields and improve overall process eﬃciency. Separations and puriﬁcations
are necessary for upstream processes as well as in maximising and improving product recovery in downstream
processes. These processes account for a signiﬁcant fraction of the total capital and operating costs and also are
highly energy intensive. Consequently, a better understanding of separation and puriﬁcation processes, current and
possible alternative and novel advanced methods is essential for achieving the overall techno-economic feasibility and
commercial success of sustainable bioreﬁneries. This book presents a comprehensive overview focused speciﬁcally on
the present state, future challenges and opportunities for separation and puriﬁcation methods and technologies in
bioreﬁneries. Topics covered include: Equilibrium Separations: Distillation, liquid-liquid extraction and supercritical
ﬂuid extraction. Aﬃnity-Based Separations: Adsorption, ion exchange, and simulated moving bed technologies.
Membrane Based Separations: Microﬁltration, ultraﬁltration and diaﬁltration, nanoﬁltration, membrane pervaporation,
and membrane distillation. Solid-liquid Separations: Conventional ﬁltration and solid-liquid extraction.
Hybrid/Integrated Reaction-Separation Systems: Membrane bioreactors, extractive fermentation, reactive distillation
and reactive absorption. For each of these processes, the fundamental principles and design aspects are presented,
followed by a detailed discussion and speciﬁc examples of applications in bioreﬁneries. Each chapter also considers the
market needs, industrial challenges, future opportunities, and economic importance of the separation and puriﬁcation
methods. The book concludes with a series of detailed case studies including cellulosic bioethanol production,
extraction of algae oil from microalgae, and production of biopolymers. Separation and Puriﬁcation Technologies in
Bioreﬁneries is an essential resource for scientists and engineers, as well as researchers and academics working in the
broader conventional and emerging bio-based products industry, including biomaterials, biochemicals, biofuels and
bioenergy.
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